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Let X be a finite n-dimensional subcomplex of R” + k. Its Spivak jiibre, F,, 
is the homotopy libre of the inclusion of the boundary of a regular 
neighbourhood of X, and is, up to suspension, a homotopy invariant of X. 
It is introduced in [17] by Spivak, who shows that F, is a homotopy 
sphere if and only if X is a Poincare complex. 

This paper starts with the observation (1.1, 1.2) that when X is l-connec- 
ted, the reduced homology of F, with coefficients in any field 06 is given by 

A,(F,; 06) = Ext c*(x;k)(k c*tx k)), 

where C*(X; 06) is a left module over itself by multiplication, and Ext is the 
“differential” Ext of Eilenberg and Moore [ 163. Now the right hand side of 
this equation is a well defined homotopy invariant for any pointed space, 
X, and we think of it as the reduced homology of a “virtual Spivak fibre,” 
even when geometrically no such fibre exists. 
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The study of this invariant is further motivated by the study of the 
invariant Ext,(lk, R) associated with a local commutative ring R (cf. [4]). 

Our first general result (Proposition 1.6) asserts that if X= Y u e, 
and e, is homologically non-trivial in X (coefficients in 06) then 
Ext C*(XZkj(16, C*(X; 06)) is non-zero. By contrast (Proposition 1.7) if 
H*(X; n6) is an infinite tensor product, then Ext,,(,,,,(06, C*(X; nS)) is 
identically zero. 

Next, in Section 2, we show that for this invariant, Eckmann-Hilton 
duality reduces to the identity 

Ext c.(x;k) (h C*(X k)) E Ext,*(,,;,,(k CJQX; 06)) 

(Proposition 2.1). It follows (from a result of [8]) that if 
Ext c.(X:Qj(Q, C*(X; Q)) #O then the radical of the homotopy Lie algebra 
n,(QX) @ Q is finite dimensional (Theorem 2.2). In particular, the radical 
for any space of the form X= Y u e, (e, rationally homologically non- 
trivial) is finite dimensional. 

In Section 3 we turn to duality theorems. Here we have a local analogue 
(Theorem 3.1) of Spivak’s theorem: If Z, is the prime field of characteristic 
p @ prime or zero) then H*(X, Z,) satisfies Poincare duality if and only if 
(FX)(p) = s:p; ‘. 

The first step in the proof is, of course, the observation that 
(FX)(pj ‘v Sfp; I is equivalent to 

dim Ext C*(X;r,)(q, c*cx qJ) = 1; 

one then shows via differential homological algebra that this is equivalent 
to Poincart duality in H*(H; Z,). 

Again, this condition makes sense (and can hold) for more general 
spaces and, again, it has an analogue in local rings: a local ring A is called 
a Gorenstein ring if dim Ext,(Os, A) = 1. We therefore make the general 

DEFINITION. A simply connected space, X, is Gorenstein at 06 if 
dim Ext C.(x:k)(k c*tx; 06)) = 1. 

When H*(X; 06) is finite dimensional we have that X is Gorenstein at 
06 if and only if H*(X; lk) satisfies Poincare duality. There are, however, 
other examples: any finite Postnikov tower is Gorenstein over Q 
(Proposition 3.4). 

In [lo] Gottlieb shows that for a libration F-+ E + B of finite com- 
plexes, the Spivak libres satisfy F, N F, * F,; thus E is a Poincare complex 
if and only if F and B are. In Section 4 (Theorem 4.3) we prove a Q-local 
analogue of this result: 
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THEOREM. If F + E + B is a Jibration of simply connected spaces in 
which H*(F; 62) is finite dimensional and H*(B; Q) has finite type then 

Ext c*(E;&k C*(E; Qe)) 

In particular, E is Gorenstein at Q if and only if both F and B are. 

This theorem also has an analogue for local rings, due to Avramov, 
Foxby, and Halperin [3]. 

Lastly, in Section 5 we define the formal dimension of any space X at od 
and obtain some basic properties. (When dim H*(X; 06) is finite this is just 
the largest n for which H”(X, 06) # 0.) 

We have indicated the analogy between Poincare duality spaces (or 
Gorenstein spaces) and Gorenstein rings. We mention another in passing: a 
discrete group G is said to be a weak duality group [S] if Ext,t& oS[G]) 
has dimension one. 

The results of this paper depend heavily on techniques from the differen- 
tial homological algebra invented by Eilenberg and Moore [16]. For the 
convenience of the reader we have collected the conventions, definitions, 
and facts we use into an appendix. Another exposition can be found in [Z]. 
In the appendix we have put hardly any proofs, since the results there are 
(a) not new and (b) rather easy exercises. For the occasional notation/ 
convention from rational homotopy theory proper the reader is referred to 
[7, Sect. l] or [12]. 

1. The Spivak Fibre 

Let N be a regular neighbourhood of an n-dimensional simply connected 
finite sub complex, Xc Iw n + kk > n + 1, and let F be the homotopy fibre of 
the inclusion aN 4 N; it is the Spivakfibre for X. 

Let C*(X; 06) denote the DGA (differential graded algebra) of singular 
cochains on a space X and let C,(X; 06) be the singular chains: it is a 
C*(X, k)-module under cap product. The first result of this sectin reads. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. The reduced cohomology of F is given by 

A*(fi 06) = TorC*(*;“)(k, s-“-~+‘C*(X; 06)). 

Proof: The Eilenberg-Moore theorem [6] gives H*(F; lid)= 
TorC*(“‘ik)(06, C*(aN; 06)). Now consider the short exact sequence of 
C*(N; DB)-modules: C*(N, alv; k) H C*(N; lk) + C*(aN, 06). It leads to a 
long exact sequence of the modules TorC*(N;k)(lk, - ). 
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Since T~r~*‘~;‘)(k, C*(N; h)) = 06, we deduce that fi*(F; nS) = 
TorC*‘N;“(Os, sC*(N, 8N; 06)). Let z be a representative of the fundamental 
class for the pair (N, 8N). Then (Poincare duality) capping with z defines 
an equivalence C*(N, 8N; U6) + s p”-kC,(N, [16) of C*(N; 06)-modules. 

Finally, the homotopy equivalence X+ % N gives an equivalence 
C’,(X; nS) + C,(N, 06) of C*(N; lk)-modules. Thus TorC*(N;k)(lk, C,(N; 06)) 
and TorC*‘“:‘)(06, C,(X; 06)) are identified by the natural isomorphisms of 
TorC”N;“(h, C,(X; 06)) into each. 1 

COROLLARY 1.2. The reduced homology of F is given by 

&(F; 06) = Ext,.,X,,,(h, .s”+~~‘C*(X; Ik)). 

Proof. Note that H,(F; nS) has finite type and hence coincides with its 
double dual. Since C*(X; nS) = C,(X; 06)” the corollary follows from 
Ext,(k, M”)=TorR(k, M)“. 1 

Now for general l-connected spaces, X, the object Ext,,(,,,,(lk, C*(X; 06)) 
is a good homotopy invariant, which may be thought of as the reduced 
homology of a “virtual Spivak fibre.” In general, of course, it may be non- 
zero in infinitely many positive and negative degrees. Nonetheless, it turns 
out that it has important implications for more classical invariants. 

We begin with some remarks: 

Remarks 1.3. (1) Let R + S be a quism of augmented h-DGAs. Then 
we can identify Ext,( 06, R) with Ext,(h, S) via 

Ext,(h, R) 2 Ext,(h, S) Z-- Ext&, S). 

(2) For an augmented ik-DGA, R, and an R module M there is an 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converging from TorH(R)( 06, H(M)) to 
TorR(Od, M). The analogous spectral sequence for Ext, however, may fail to 
converge for general modules. 

In the important special case that M N N”, however, we can use the 
identification Ext,(h, M) = TorR(06, N)” to deduce convergence via duality. 

This arises in two ways when M= R. If R= C*(X; od) then 
R z C,(X; 06) ” as R-modules. Alternatively, if each HP(R) is finite dimen- 
sional then R --) (R “)” is an equivalence of R-modules. In either case 
we get a convergent Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence from 
Ext ~~R~(~, H(R)) to Ext,&, R). I 

Now consider an augmented Oa-DGA, R = R*. A natural map 

EXt,(k R) -+ H(R), (1.4) 
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compatible with the identifications of Remark 1.3(l) is defined as follows: 
Choose an R-semifree resolution p: P + = 06 and let z E P be a cycle 
representing 1. Define a chain map Hom,(P, R) + R by f-f(z), and pass 
to homology to get (1.4). (This definition is independent of the choice of P 
and z.) 

The following lemma extends the classical identification socle(d) = 
Extz(Ob, A) for commutative rings to our case. 

LEMMA 1.5. Let R + E 06 be an augmented L-DGA. If u E R is represented 
by a cycle u satisfying (ker E) . z = 0, then c( is in the image of the map (1.4). 

ProoJ: The map o: 1 H Au is a cocycle in Horn,&, R) and so 
wop: P -+ R is a cocycle in Hom,JP, R) mapping under (1.4) to a. 1 

The lemma has the following geometric consequence: 

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X = Y U/e,, be obtained from a l-connected space 
Y by attaching an n-cell, e, (n > 2), and let a E H”(X; k) be the characteristic 
class for e,. 

Then a is in the image of (1.5). In particular, if u #O then 
Ext C*(x;k)(k c*Gc 06))” z 0. 

Proof. For simplicity, denote C* ( ; od) simply by C*( ). We may sup- 
pose f embeds S”- ’ in Y. Then restriction defines a quism 

C*(X) -% C*(Y) xc*cF-~j C*(e,). 

Compose the surjections C*(Y), C*(e,) --f C*(,S+‘) with a surjective 
quism C*(S+l) +A with ABn= 0, and choose a quism H(S”- ‘) = 
H*(S”- ‘; 06) --, A. This gives the diagram 

C*(Y), C*(e,) 
I 

H*(S-‘) 2 A 

and we denote the libred products H(S”-‘) xA C*(Y) and 
H(S”-‘) xA C*(e,) respectively by c(Y) and C(e,). We have then a quism 

C(Y)x HcS”-~j C(e,)A C*(Y) xc.csn-~j C*(e,). 

Next, divide C(e,) by an acyclic ideal consisting of all the elements of 
degree >n, and a complement of the cocycles in degree n. Inside this 
quotient DGA, B, we find a sub-DGA C= (1, a, da}, with a restricting to 
the fundamental class of S”- ‘. This gives quisms 
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Put C(Y) XH(s”-‘) C = R. The element (0, da) E R and annihilates R+. By 
Lemma 1.6 its cohomology class in H(R) is in the image of (1.5). But 
clearly the isomorphism H(R) z H(X) defined by the equivalences above 
carries this class to ~1. a 

The proposition above gives examples in which our “generalized” Spivak 
fibre is non-trivial. By contrast we have the 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Suppose X is the infinite product of l-connected non- 
trivial spaces Xi (with connexity increasing to co and finite betti numbers 
over k). Then 

Ext c*(x:Jk c*(x; 06)) = 0. 

Proof. In view of the convergent Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
(Remark 1.3(2)) it is sufficient to show that Ext,(Os, H) = 0, when H*(X; lk) 
is an infinite tensor product. 

Let Ext;l@, H) denote classical cohomological degree, and note that 
ExtO,(h, H)=socle(H)=O. Write (for any n) H=H(l)@ ... @H(n) where 
the subalgebras H(j) are themselves infinite tensor products. Then 
Ext,(Os, H) = @in=, Ext,(,,(k, H(j)) and so Ext,(lk, H) = 0, i < n, and this 
for any n. 1 

2. Loop Spaces 

Let X be a l-connected space with finite betti numbers over 06. Loop 
space multiplication in QX makes C,(QX; nS) into a DGA. Thus we obtain 
the homotopy invariant Ext C,(RX;kJn6, C,(QX; 06)) in analogy with the 
“generalized Spivak iibre” of the previous section. In fact we have the 

THEOREM 2.1. If X is as above, there is an isomorphism 

Extp,X;Jb C*(x; 06)) = Ext,l,,,,,,(k C,(QX; h)). 

Proof. Let R be a DGA equivalent to C*(X, Db) but satisfying: R” = 06, 
R’ = 0 and each R’ is of finite dimension. Denote by OR the dual of the 
(reduced) bar construction on R (cf., e.g., [ 143) and note that according to 
Adams [ 13, C,(QK; 06) is equivalent to aR. 

It is thus sufficient to establish the formula of the proposition with 
C,(QX; nS) and C*(X; od) replaced, respectively, by QR and by R. 

Consider the acylcic bar construction, R@ BR, on the DGA, R. It is a 
left R-module and a right BR-commodule and the projection R@ BR +p 06 
(resp. the inclusion 06 -+q R @ BR) are equivalences respectively of 
R-modules and of BR comodules. In particular, R@ BR +p 06 is an 
R-semifree resolution, and so 

Ext,(Os, R)= H(Hom,(R@ BR, R)). 
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Denote by End RBBR(R @I BR) the space of k-linear self-maps of R Q BR 
which are maps both of R-modules and BR-comodules. Since the differen- 
tial, d, in R @ BR respects both structures it follows that the differential 
6 = [d, - ] in End(R @ BR) restricts to a differential in End,,,,(R @ BR). 

On the other hand, an isomorphism Hom.(R 0 BR, R) + z 
End RB &R @ BR) is given byfw (f@ id) 0 (id @ d), d the diagonal in BR. 
Since d respects the differentials, this is an isomorphism of differential 
spaces. 

Finally, note that (RQ BR)” = QRQ R” is a left OR-module and a 
right R ” -comodule. Moreover, dualizing provides an isomorphism 

v:(RQBR,d)~(SZRQR”,d”), 

and so we get isomorphisms of differential vector spaces: 

Hom,(RQBR, RI* (EndRmBR(RQBR), Cd, 1) 

-f-+ (EndQR,Rv(QRQR”), Cd”, I) 

3 Hom,,(QR @ R “, f2R). 

The filtration of G’RQ R” by the submodules SZR @ R& exhibits 
S2RQ R” as an QR-semifree module; since q “: lRRQ R” -+ 06 is an 
GR-equivalence, it is an QR-semifree resolution. Passing to homology now 
yields the desired result. 1 

As an application, consider the case 06 = Q. Then ([lS]) H,(QX; Q) is 
the universal enveloping algebra UL, on the graded Lie algebra 
Lx= zJs2X)Q Q. Let R (the radical) be the sum of the solvable ideals 
in L,. 

In [8] it is shown that if ExtULx(Q, UL,) #O then R is finite 
dimensional. On the other hand, because UL, has finite type, the 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence from Exh,,,(Q, UL,) to 
Ext c*(nx:Q)(QP, C*(Qx: Q)) . 1s convergent (Remark 1.3(2)). There follows 
from Theorem 2.1 

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose X is simply connected with finite rational betti 
numbers, and assume 

Extc*(x:o)(Q, C*(X: Q) # 0. 

Then the radical of L, is finite dimensional. 

COROLLARY 2.3. If X= Y u e, and e, represents a non-trivial class in 
H,(X: CP) then the radical of L, is finite dimensional. 

Proof: Apply Proposition 1.6. m 
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3. Gorenstein Spaces 

Recall ([4,9]) that a commutative (ungraded) ring R augmented to 06 is 
called a Gorenstein ring if Ext&, R) is concentrated in a single degree and 
has R-dimension one. Using differential Ext we extend this to arbitrary (not 
necessarily commutative) augmented k-DGAs R -+ 06 and make the 

DEFINITION. (1) An augmented 06-DGA, R, is Gorenstein if Ext,&, R) 
is concentrated in a single degree and has h-dimension one. 

(2) A pointed topological space, X, is Gorenstein ouer 06 if the DGA 
C*(X; 06) is Gorenstein. 

Gorenstein rings were introduced because of certain duality properties. 
Analogously, our introduction of Gorenstein spaces is motivated by the 
fact that they generalize the notion of Poincart duality space. Indeed, let Z, 
denote the prime field of characteristic p (p prime or zero). Then we have 

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose X is a simply connected C W complex with finite 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category and finite hetti numbers over Z,. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) X is Gorenstein over Z,. 

(ii) H*(X: Z,) is Gorenstein. 

(iii) H*(X: Z,) is finite dimensional and satisfies Poincare duality. 

If moreover, X is finite then these conditions are equivalent to 

(iv) the Spivakfibre, F,, for X localizes to a sphere: (Fx)(pJ= Stp;‘. 

Note that this contains the p-local analogue of a result of Spivak [ 173. 

Before proving 3.1 we make various elementary observations which are 
obvious given the convergence of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
(Remark 1.3(2)). 

PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) If R + 1 S is a quism of augmented 06-DGAs then 
R is Gorenstein if and only tf S is. 

(ii) If R is an augmented L-DGA for which each R’ (or Ri) is finite 
dimensional, then 

H(R) Gorenstein * R Gorenstein. 

(iii) If X is a (pointed) topological space then 

H*(X, od) Gorenstein * X Gorenstein over 06. 
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(iv) If X is a simply connected topological space with finite betti 
numbers over k then 

H,(S2X: k), Gorenstein * X Gorenstein over k. 1 

The following examples show that several of the implications in 
Proposition 3.2 cannot be reversed. 

EXAMPLES 3.3. (1) If X is a finite simply connected complex then 
H*(X: Z,) is Gorenstein if and only if X is Gorenstein (Theorem 3.1). For 
infinite X, one implication is always true (Proposition 3.2(iii)) but the other 
may fail: 

Let X be the space with rational minimal model of the form 
n(u,, uq, uj, u), luil =3, dui=O, (VI =8, dv=u,u,u,. Then X is Gorenstein 
(Proposition 3.4). But the cocycles ui u2 uk represent infinitely many 
linearly independent cohomology classes cik E H*(X: Q) satisfying 
ak. H+(X: Q) = 0. Thus H*(X; Q) is not Gorenstein (Lemma 1.6). 

(2) It is possible for C,(QX; k) to be Gorenstein even if H,(Q;2X; 06) 
is not. In fact let X= (S3 x S3 x S3) # (S3 x S3 x S’). Then X is a closed 
manifold and so X is Gorenstein over k for all 06. Thus (equivalently by 
Theorem 2.1) C,(sZX; 06) is Gorenstein for all 06, but H,(QX; Q) is not 
Gorenstein. 

Indeed it is immediate from [13] that if Y = (S3 x S3 x S’) v 
(S3 x S3 x S3) v S8 then rt,(sZX) @ Q z n,(QY) @ Q as graded Lie algebras. 
Hence H,(QX, Q) z H,(QY; Q). But Y is not Gorenstein over Q 
(Theorem 3.1) and so H,(OY; Q) is not Gorenstein either 
(Proposition 3.2(iv)). 

One class of examples with H,(SZX; Q) Gorenstein is provided by the 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be l-connected and suppose n,(X) @ Q is finite 
dimensional. Then H,(QX: 62) is Gorenstein and so X is Gorenstein over Q. 

Proof The second assertion follows from the first, via 
Proposition 3.2(iv). For the first write L = z*(QX)@ Q-it is a finite 
dimensional graded Lie algebra whose universal enveloping algebra, UL, is 
isomorphic with H,(SZX; Q). 

Fix an element c1 E L of maximum degree. Since a is central in L the 
&-term of the Hochschild Serre spectral sequence converging to 
Ext&Q, UL) has the form ExtU&Q, UL/a)@Ext,(,,(Q, U(a)). 

A short calculation shows that Extv(,,(Q, U(N)) is one dimensional, and 
the proposition follows by induction on dim L. 1 

On the other hand, it is not clear how to extend the Proposition to finite 
fields, given 
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EXAMPLE 3.5. For n >/ 3, K(Z, n) is not Gorenstein over Z,, p finite. In 
fact, since its modp cohomology is an infinite tensor product, it follows 
exactly as in Proposition 1.8 that ExtC~,K~B,n~~zJZ~, C*(K(Z, n); Z,)) = 0. 

We come now to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since X has finite LS 
category, the DGA C*(X; Zp) has finite right M-cat, as is shown in [14]. 
Thus the equivalence of (it(iii) is simply a translation of Theorem 3.6 
below. 

The last assertion in Theorem 3.1 then follows from Corollary 1.2. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let R = R* be a DGA such that p(R) = k, H’(R) =O, 
each H’(R) is finite dimensional and H(R) is graded commutative. Assume 
also that right M-cat(R) is finite. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) R is Gorenstein. 

(ii) H(R) is Gorenstein. 

(iii) H(R) is finite dimensional and satisfies Poincare duality. 

Proof We may replace R by a free model, and so reduce to the case 
R” = 86, R’ = 0 and each R’ is finite dimensional. That (ii) + (i) follows 
from Proposition 32(ii). 

To prove (i) * (iii) we note that Ext,@, R)=TorR(lk, R” )“, and so if 
(i) holds dim, TorR(Os, R” ) = 1. By Theorem A.12, R” admits a minimal 
R-semifree resolution, P. Since TorR(Os, R” ) then coincides with 060R P, it 
follows that P has a single generator z; i.e., P = R . z. 

This shows that H(R” ) is concentrated in degrees Z deg z. Since it is 
also concentrated in degrees ~0 it is finite dimensional. Moreover, the 
induced isomorphism H(R) + ^ H(R ” ) of H( R)-modules is precisely 
Poincare duality. 

Finally, if (iii) holds then H(R” ) is a free H(R)-module on one 
generator, z, and so TorH’R’(lk, H(R” )) = TorHcR)(06, H(R) . z) has dimen- 
sion one. Thus H(R) is Gorenstein and (iii) Z- (ii). 1 

4. Fibrations 

In this section we work exclusively with vector spaces over Q. We con- 
sider librations F + E + B such that 

(4.1) B is simply connected and H* (B; Q) has finite type 

(4.2) H*(F; Q) is finite dimensional and H1(F; Q) = 0. 

Our main result is the 
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THEOREM 4.3. Under the hypotheses (4.1) and (4.2), 

Ext C.(E;O)(Q c*bT Q)) 

z Ext c~cB;Q@, C*(B; Q))OExt,.,,,,(Q, C*(F; ‘Q)). 

In particular, E is Gorenstein over Q if and only if B is Gorenstein over Q 
and H*(F; Q) satisfies Poincare duality. 

REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 4.4. (1) When F, E, B are simply connected 
finite complexes the theorem asserts that the Q-localization of the Spivak 
tibre of E is the join of the Q-localization of the Spivak fibres of F and B. 
This is the Q-local analogue of a result of Gottlieb [lo]. 

(2) The analogue of Theorem 4.3 for local rings (arbitrary charac- 
teristic) is a result of Avramov, Foxby, and Halperin [3]. 

(3) In the situation of a trivial libration E 1 Fx B of simply connec- 
ted spaces with finite betti numbers, Theorem 4.3 holds in arbitrary charac- 
teristic and without the finiteness assumption on F, as follows from [6; 
Prop. 16.31. 

(4) In the fibration sZ(S3 v S3) -+pt -+ S’ v S3, the libre is an inlinite 
product. Thus although the total space is Gorenstein over any held neither 
the libre (Proposition 1.8) nor the base (Theorem 3.1) is. 

(5) Let F be the three connected cover of (S3 x S3) #(S3 x S3). 
In the libration (CP”)” + F+ (S3 x S3) #(S3 x S3) both the fibre 
(Proposition 3.2(iii)) and the base (Theorem 3.1) are Gorenstein over any 
field. 

On the other hand, a standard calculation identifies F (up to rational 
homotopy type) as an infinite wedge of spheres. Hence F is not Gorenstein 
over Q (Proposition 1.6). 

Before starting the proof of Theorem 4.3 we deduce one corollary: 

COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose X is a finite l-connected CW complex. The 
following are then equivalent. 

(1) The rational cohomology of the Spivak fibre, F,, is finite dimen- 
sional. 

(2) F,, localized at 0, is a sphere SlO,. 

(3) H*(X; Q) satisfies Poincark duality. 

Proof . In view of Sections 1 and 3 we have only to check that (1) 
implies that X is Gorenstein over Q. Write XC N where NC R”+k is a 
manifold with boundary 8ZV. Since H*(aN; Q) satisfies Poincare duality, we 
can apply Theorem 4.3 to the fibration F, + 8N -+ X. 1 
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The first step in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is to represent 71: E -+ B by a 
KS-extension R + S= R@ IIX as in [12, p. 2541. Then S//R= Q OR S is 
the quotient model (LI’, d) and it is a Sullivan model for F by [ 12, 
Chap. 201. We may suppose that R and S have finite type, that 
R” = So = Q, and that R’ = 0. 

The Sullivan model of a space and the DGA C*( ; Q) are naturally con- 
nected by quisms [12, Chap. 143. Thus (Remark 1.3(l)) we may replace 
C*( ; Q) by the CGDA R (resp. S, S//R) in the case of B (resp. E, F). Since 
these DGAs have finite type, the theorem is equivalent to 

To?(S”, Q)rTorR(R”, Q)@Tor”I’R(S//R”, Q). (4.6) 

We now outline the proof. The left hand side of (4.6) is the homology 
H(S” OS S) for any acyclic closure, S, of S. Consider the map 

CI: Hom,(S, R)OR Hom(R, Q) -+ Hom(S, Q) 

given by c(: f @g + g of: Note that because S and R are graded com- 
mutative the potentially different structures of R-module (or S-module) all 
coincide. The first step in the proof is 

LEMMA 4.1. c1 is an equivalence of S modules. In particular, since s is 
S-semifree M ass is an equivalence, and 

H([Hom,(S, R)OsS]OR R”)~H(S” @,S)=To?(S”, Q). 

For the next step we need an acyclic closure S in a certain form. Choose 
first a Sullivan model R + R = R@ L!X, + - Q for the augmentation 
R -+ Q. Then the augmentation SOR R = SO /ix, -+ Q has a Sullivan 
model of the form S@LIX,+(S@LIX,)@~Y-~’ Q and S= 
S@ /1X,@ LI Y is an acyclic closure for S. Our next step is (with S as 
constructed above) the 

LEMMA 4.8. (1) There is a flat equivalence of R-modules: 

(R@H(Hom,(S, R)@.E), dR@id)a Hom,(S, R)@.R. 

(2) There is a jlat equivalence of R-modules 

(R@H(Hom,(S, R)@,S),d17@id)A Hom,(S, R)@,,% 

7he last step is (with S as constructed above) 

LEMMA 4.9. H(Hom,(S, R)O, S) = TorSN”((S//R)“, Q). 
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Indeed, given these three Lemmas we deduce (4.6) as follows: 

To?(S”, Q) (g’H([Hom,(S, R)@,S]@, R”) 

4’%22’H(ROH(Hom,(S, R)@,S)@.R”) 

= H(BQ, R” ) 0 H(Hom,(S, R) OS s) 

(4,9)TorR(R”, Q)@TorS1”((S//R)“, Q). - 

It remains to prove the three lemmas. 
We begin by observing that since S is concentrated in degrees 20, it 

follows that S admits a minimal R-semifree resolution 4: P + % S. Since S 
itself is R-semifree we obtain an R-module equivalence $: S + 1 P such 
that &Q wR idp and $4 -R id,. 

It follows that for each R-module, M, the morphisms 
d*: Hom,(P, M) t Hom,(S, M) and $*: Hom,(S, M) c Hom,JP, M) 
also satisfy d*$* wR id and +*b* -R id. In particular, they are R-flat 
equivalences. 

On the other hand, because P is minimal its underlying R #-module, P, 
satisfies P, z R, @ TorR(P, Q). But TorR(P, Q) = TorR(S, Q) = H*(F; Q) 
and so 

P,SRR,QH*(F;Q). (4.10) 

Choose n so that H’(F; Q) is zero for i$ [0, n]. Because R’ = 0 we have 

d,:H’(F;Q)+R&H”(F;Q). 

Thus filtering Hom,(P, R) by the submodules of functions vanishing on 
H<‘(F; Q), we exhibit Hom,(P, R) as R-semifree. Thus we obtain 

LEMMA 4.11. (i) c$* and $ * are R-flat equivalences. 

(ii) Hom,(S, R) is R-flat. 

We now prove our three lemmas. 

Proof of 4.7. With the aid of the R-flat equivalence I$* of Lemma 4.11, 
4.7 is easily reduced to showing that 

ap: Hom,(P, R)OR Hom(R, Q) + Hom(P, Q) 

induces an isomorphism of homology. 
But it is immediate from (4.10) and the finite dimensionality of H*(F; Q) 

that ap, itself, is an isomorphism. 1 
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Proof of 4.8. (1) Since Hom,(S, R) is R-flat, Hom,(S, R)OR i? 
is R-flat. Thus there is an R-flat equivalence Q -+ = Hom,(S, R) OR R 
where Q is R-semifree. Since R is acyclic, we may suppose that 
Q z (R, dR) @ (H(Q), 0) as R-modules. Moreover, the equivalence 
Q -+ z Hom,(S, R)@, R identifies H(Q) and H(Hom,(S, R)@, R). 1 

Proof of 4.8. (2) As in 4.8(l) it s&ices to prove that 
Hom,(S, R)@, s is R-flat. Recall that 3 is a KS-extension of the 
CGDA T= SOR i? = SO AX,. Thus s is, in particular, T-flat. Since 
Hom,(S, R)Oss= (Hom,(S, R)@, T)@,$ and since 3 is T-flat we 
need only show that Hom,(S, R)@, T is R-flat. But Hom,(S, R)@, T= 
Hom,( S, R) OS S OR R = Hom,(S, R) OR R, which is R-flat by 4.8( 1). 1 

Proof of 4.9. Put A4 = Hom,(S, R), and let W -+w M be an S-semifree 
resolution. Since S is R-semifree, this is also an R-semifree resolution, and 
since M is R-flat (Lemma 4.11) it follows that o is an R-flat equivalence. In 
particular it follows that 

is an S//R-semifree resolution. 
Now we have 

H(MQ, s) = TorS(M, @J) = H( W@, Cl) 

=WWQ,QQ,,,,Q) 

= TorSUR(MO, Q, Q). 

Thus it remains to construct an equivalence MOR Q N (S//R) ” of S//R- 
modules. 

Consider the morphism Hom,(S, R) + Hom(S//R, 63) of S-modules 
obtained by composing J S --* R with the augmentation of R. It factors to 
yield an S//R-morphism 

Hom,(S, R)OR Q + Hom(S//R, Q), (4.12) 

and we have to show this induces an isomorphism of homology. But 
we may use the equivalence 4: P + z S (cf. Lemma 4.11) to replace 
(4.12) by HomR(P, R)OR QI +Hom(P@, Q, Q), and this map is an 
isomorphism. 1 
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5. Formal Dimension 

Definition. Let X be a pointed topological space. Its formal dimension 
over 06, fd(X, 06) is defined by 

fd(x; k)=sup{r~Z I[Ext,,(,,,,(k, C*(X; k))]‘fO}. 

If Ext C*(X:k)(k, C*(X; 06)) =0 we put fd(X; k)= --co 

PROPOSITION 5.1. If H*(X; 06) is finite dimensional and simply connected, 
then 

fd(X; k)=sup{r 1 H’(X; Od)#O}. 

Proof: The DGA C*(X, 06) is equivalent through quisms to a finite 
dimensional DGA, R, concentrated in degrees iE [0, n], where 
n = sup{r 1 W(X; 06) #O}. Since an R-semifree resolution, P, of 06 will be 
concentrated in degrees 20, the complex Hom,(P, R) is concentrated in 
degrees <n. 

The same is therefore true for Ext,(k, R). Moreover, Lemma 1.6 shows 
that [Ext,(k, R)]” + H”(R) is surjective, and so fd(X; 06) =n. 1 

PROPOSITION 5.2. If n*(X) @Q is finite dimensional and X is simply 
connected then 

fd(X Q)= c IX,/ - 1 (/Xi1 - I), 
IhI odd lx,l even 

where xi is a basis of n*(X) @ Cl. 

Proof: This follows from the proof of Proposition 3.4 via the fact that if 
(a) is a l-dimensional Lie algebra then ExtU,,,(Q, U(a)) is concentrated in 
the degree -1~11 (if 1~11 is odd) and Ia/ + 1 if Ic1( is even. 1 

From Theorem 4.3 there follows 

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let F+ E -+ B be ajibration satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). 
Then 

fd(E; Q) = fd(F; Q) + fd(B; Q) 

(note that the right hand side of 5.3 is well defined because of 
Proposition 5.1. ) 
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As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.6 we have 

PREPOSITION 5.4. Suppose X = Y Ure,, where e, (n 2 2) curries a non- 
trivial cZuss in H,(X; 06). Then fd(X; 06) > n. 

5.5. EXAMPLES. (1) fd(@P”; 06) = - 1 for all k. 

(2) fd(BU(n); 06)= -n2 for all 06. 

APPENDIX: DIFFERENTIAL HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA 

A. 1. Conventions 

All vector spaces are defined over a fixed field 06 and the unadorned 0 
and Horn mean with respect to 06. Gradations are written either as 
superscripts or as subscripts, with the convention Mk = MB,, and we say 
M has finite type if each Mk is finite dimensional. We denote Hom(M, 06) 
by M” : (M” )p = Hom(MP, k). If x is an object in a graded space, 1x1 is the 
absolute value of its degree. 

Differential graded algebras (DGAs) R are assumed to be either of the 
form R* (R”=O) or R, (RcO= 0) with differential d of upper (resp. 
lower) degree 1 (resp. - 1). Following Moore, we denote the underlying 
graded algebra by R, . A CGDA is a DGA whose elements satisfy 
ab = (- l)l”“h’ ba and a2 = 0 if \a1 is odd. 

If R is a DGA a (left) R-module M is a H-graded R.-module, M,, 
together with a differential in M, of upper (resp. lower) degree 1 (resp. 
-1) satisfying d(r.m)=dr.m+(-l)l”r.dm In particular, 
M” = Hom(M; 06) is a right module via (f. r)(m) =f(rm), and (df)(m) = 
(-l)lf’+‘f(dm). 

A morphism of R-modules f: M + N is a 06 linear map of some degree k 
such that f(rm) = (- 1)‘“” r .f(m) and f(dm) = (- l)‘/’ df(m). Two 
morphisms f and g are R-homotopic via a homotopy, h, if 
fT g = dh - ( - 1 )lh’ hd where h: M + N satisfies h(rm) = ( - 1 )“I “I rh(m). In 
this case we write f w R g, which implies H(S) = H(g). 

A DGA morphism inducing a homology isomorphism is called a quism 
and an R-module morphism of degree zero inducing a homology 
isomorphism is called an equivalence of R-modules. In either case we 
indicate this property by -+ =. 

A.2. Differential Tor and Ext 

In this section we set out the basic definitions and results we need from 
differential homological algebra. The proofs are all simple exercises using 
standard techniques, and are omitted. 
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Following [2] we call an R-module R-free it is free as an R.-module on 
a basis of cycles, and we call it R-semifree if it is the increasing union of 
submodules 0 = F_, c F,, . . . such that each F,jF,- 1 is R-free. 

Suppose R” = 06 and R is augmented to 06. Then we say an R-semifree- 
module, P, is minimal if the differential in 06 OR P is zero. 

LEMMA A.3. Let R be a DGA and suppose M is an R-module. 

(i) There exists an equivalence P + 1 M from an R-semtjiiee- 
module P. 

(ii) If R=R* with R”=k and R’=O andif M=M”’ (some reZ) 
then P may be chosen minimal. 

(iii) If R=R, with R,=k and ifM=M,, (some rei?) then P may 
be chosen minimal. 

(iv) Given a diagram 

N 

I g 
P-M f 

of R-modules in which P is R-semifree and g is an equivalence, there exists a 
morphism F: P + N such that g 0 F N R J: If g is surjective we may choose F so 
that g 0 F =f: In any case, F is unique up to homotopy. 

DEFINITION. An equivalence P + 4 M of R-modules is called an 
R-semtjiiee resolution (resp. a minimal R-semtfree resolution) if P is 
R-semifree (resp. minimal and R-semifree). 

We are now in a position to define Moore’s functors [16] Tor and Ext 
in the differential category. We use a slightly different approach (cf. [2]). 

DEFINITION. If M and Q are right R-modules and N is a left R-module, 
and if P + M is any R-semifree resolution, then 

TorR(M, N) = H(P@, N) 

and 

Ext,(M, Q, = H(HOm.(P, Q,,. 

It follows from Lemma A.3 that this definition is independent of the choice 
of P. 

The next result is classical, cf. [ 16, Theorem 2.31, where it is proved via 
spectral sequences. With the approach described above it has a simple, 
elementary proof as well. 
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PROPOSITION A.4 Suppose M, N (resp. M’, N’) are R-modules (resp. 
R’-modules) and that f: R -+ R’, c(: M -+ M’, p: N + N’ are morphisms 
(M’ and N’) regarded as modules over R via f Then 

(i) There is a natural map 

Tor”(a, /?): TorR(M, N) + TorR’(M’, N’). 

(ii) If f is a quism and or, /I are equivalences then Torf(ct, j?) is an 
isomorphism. 

Remark AS. The analogue of A.4 for Ext (for arbitrary modules over 
arbitrary DGAs) is true, and has the same elementary proof. 

PROPOSITION A.6 Let M be an R-module. Then 

(i) TorR(Os, M)” rExt,(Os, M”). 

(ii) If R is a CGDA and N is another R-module then 

Tor’(M, N) = TorR(N, M). 

Finally we need the concept offlatness. 

DEFINITION. An R-module equivalence 4: M -+ N is called flat if 
H(c,~@.-):H(M@~-)+H(N@~-) is always an isomorphism. 

An R-module, M is flat if it admits an R-semifree resolution P +n M 
which is a flat equivalence. 

Let M be a right R-module and let P +“, M be an R-semifree resolution. 
The map 

H(rc@ -):TorR(M, -)-H(M@,-) 

is independent of the choice of resolution, by Lemma A.3(iv). 

PROPOSITION A.I. The following are equivalent: 

(i) M is R-flat. 

(ii) Every R-semifree resolution of M is a flat equivalence. 

(iii) The map TorR(M, -) + H(MQ, -) is always an isomorphism. 

(iv) M @ R - preserves equivalences. 

In particular an R-semtyree-module is R-flat. 

PROPOSITION AX. If M is the increasing union of R-submodules 
O=F-,cF,c ..’ such that each Fi+ , JFi is R-flat and R #-flat, then M is 
R-flat. 
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A.9. Free DGA Models 

Let 4: R + S be a DGA morphism in which R” = So = k (or R. = So = k). 
As observed in [ 143 we may factor 4 in the form R -+ RLIT( V) +* S in 
which n is a quism, (RLIT( V)) # is the coproduct of R # and a tensor 
algebra T( V), and V is the increasing union of subspaces Fi( V), i 2 0, such 
that d: Fj( V) + RLIT(F,- ,( V)). In particular, RLIT( V) += S is an 
R-semifree resolution of S. 

An analogous construction obtains for CGDA morphisms 4: R -+ S, 
which we factor as R + R O/1 V -“S, n V denoting the free graded com- 
mutative algebra on V. The analogous properties obtain; in particular, x is 
an R-semifree resolution of S. 

When 4 is an augmentation R -+ k the DGA model RLIT( V) + * 06 (or 
RO /1 I/+ IT 06) is called an acyclic closure for R. When 4 is the inclusion 
06 -+ R the DGA model T(V) + - Iw (resp. ,4 V-+ 2 R) is a free model (resp. 
a Sullivan model) for R. 

A. 10. Finite Category 

Let R be a DGA such that R” = k (or R, = k), and let T(V) + = R be a 
free model; we may assume that either V= V” or V= V,,. Fix an integer 
ma1 and let 

T(V)2 T(V) WV 

\ + 

T( WT’“( v 

be a free model of the projection rt of T(V) onto the (m + 1)st power, 
Pm(V), of its maximal ideal. 

Recall ([ 143) that right (resp. left) M-cat(R) <m if and only if there is a 
retraction r: T(V) LIT(W) -+ T(V) f or i which is a morphism of right (resp. 
left) T( V)-modules. For such DGAs we can extend Lemma A.3(ii), which 
guaranteed minimal R-semifree resolutions for R-modules with M’ = 0, 
i < k, some k E Z. For convenience we restrict to DGAs for which 

R=R*, R”=06, R’=O. (A.11) 

THEOREM A.12. Suppose R satisfies (A.1 1) and that right M-cat(R) 6 m. 
Let A4 be a Ieft R-module for which TorR(k M)‘= 0, i< k (some k E Z). 
Then M admits a minimal R-semifee resolution. 

Remark A.13. The theorem remains true if left and right are respec- 
tively everywhere replaced by right and left. 

LEMMA A.14. Under the hypotheses of A.12, if TorR(k, M)=O then 
zf( M) = 0. 
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Proof We may suppose R = T(V) with I/= P2, and that M is 
R-semifree. Let T(V) +’ T(V) LIT(W) be a model for T(V) + 7’( V)/T”“( V) 
and let 7’( V) LIT( W) -+’ 7’(V) be a right T( I/)-linear retraction for i. 
This gives a k-linear map r @ TC ,,) M: [ r( V) IJT( W)] @ r( ,,) M -+ M and 
(rOTcrJ, M) (l@u)=u, 24EM. 

It is thus sufficient to show that H( [ r( V) LIr( W)] @ TCYj M) = 0. Denote 
T( V)/T”“( V) by S. Then, because M is r( V)-semifree, 

H(CT(V)UT(W)lO.,,,M)=H(T(V)/T’“VO.,,,,M)=H(SO.,.,M). 

On the other hand, since M is 7J I/)-semifree, 

It follows that ~~@.JSQ~(~, M) has a basis of the form Xi, axi, and this is 
represented by a subset of the form (xi, dxi} c SOT, VJ M. Because the 
maximal ideal SC S satisfies S. . . . . S = 0 (m + 1) factors, it follows that 
{xi,dxi} is an S.-basis for (S@T(VjM)# and hence O=H(S@.,,,M)= 
H([T(1/)LIT(W)]0,.,M), as desired. 1 

Proof of Theorem A.12. We may suppose M is R-semifree. Let d denote 
the differential in k OR M. We may suppose that M # is R #-free on a basis 
xj, yi and h, such that in 06 OR M, ax, = ,;, dh, = 0, and such that the basis 
of cycles of each Fi(M)/Fi_ ,(M) is a subset of the .y/, yi, h,. 

By hypothesis the h, have degree b k + 1. Let N, be the R.-module on 
the subset of the basis x,, yj, h, of elements of degree <k, together with the 
xi of degree k + 1. It follows easily from (A. 11) that N, is stable under d, 
and so defines a submodule N c M; moreover, N is R-semifree. Finally 
kOR N consists of only elements x,, dxj and so ToP(k, N) = 
f1!(06@~ N)=O. 

Now Lemma A.14 implies that H(N) = 0 and M --* M/N is an 
equivalence. Since (M/N)‘= 0, ib k, it admits a minimal R-semifree 
resolution by Lemma A.3(ii). a 

As an easy consequence of Lemma A.14 we also have 

THEOREM A.15 Suppose R satisfies (A.ll) and right M-cat(R) is finite. 
Then a morphism 4: M + N of left R-modules is an equivalence if and only if 
TorR(Os, 4) is an isomorphism. 
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